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We present the formation and structure of vacancy clusters �Vn , n�48� in crystalline Si based on combined
Metropolis Monte Carlo, tight-binding molecular dynamics, and density functional theory calculations. In this
size regime, vacancy clusters are predicted to favor fourfold coordination by nullifying dangling bonds created
by Si lattice-atom removal. Our results also highlight the identification of a stable high-symmetry V32 configu-
ration that exhibits a complex but ordered tetrahedral core/shell shape. When n�25, fourfold-coordinated �FC�
clusters commonly show the core/shell figure while smaller FC clusters �10�n�25� exhibit the trace of the
high-symmetry V12 structure that exhibits four identical voidlike structural units surrounding a tetragonal core.
In addition, our study reveals that the formation of thermodynamically favored FC clusters can be kinetically
facile.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vacancies in crystalline Si �c-Si� have sustained interest
because these native defects can greatly influence the me-
chanical, electrical, and optical properties of the bulk semi-
conductor. Vacancies are often introduced during manufac-
turing processes such as ion implantation and crystal growth
and expected to predominantly reside in clusters or com-
plexes with other impurities because monovacancies are
highly mobile, even at ambient temperatures.1 Vacancy de-
fects can getter impurities and also recombine with self-
interstitials to reduce defect concentrations in active elec-
tronic device regions.2 While the formation of stable voids
on the scale of a few nanometers was evidenced by transmis-
sion electron microscopy �TEM�,3 direct experimental char-
acterization of small vacancy clusters is challenging because
their dimensions often exceed the capabilities of TEM.

A substantial theoretical effort4–9 has been devoted to the
study of vacancy defects in Si. The structure and thermal
stability of open-volume defects have been evaluated using
extended bond-counting methods, such as “part of hexagonal
ring �PHR�” and spherically shaped cluster �SPC� models.
However, previous first-principles calculations6,9 predicted
that through structural rearrangements small vacancy clusters
�Vn , 3�n�6� tend to favor complete fourfold coordination
by nullifying all dangling bonds created by removal of Si
lattice atoms. For larger vacancy clusters, fourfold-
coordinated �FC� configurations are often too complex to be
identified by first-principles calculations alone. To circum-
vent this obstacle, Lee and Hwang10 have recently developed
an integrated modeling procedure that combines continuous
random network model-based Metropolis Monte Carlo
�CRN-MMC�, tight-binding molecular dynamics �TBMD�,
and density functional theory �DFT� calculations. Using this
combined approach, they demonstrated that FC configura-
tions are thermodynamically more favorable than corre-
sponding PHR or SPC configurations for neutral vacancy
clusters up to n=18.11

Despite this recent progress, some important aspects re-
garding the structure and formation of larger compact va-

cancy clusters merit elucidation. In particular, few studies
have examined the likelihood of high-symmetry configura-
tions for stable FC vacancy clusters, as seen in self-
interstitial clusters which exhibit well-ordered extended
configurations.10,12–15 In addition, limited information exists
concerning the relative stability between competing FC and
PHR/SPC-type structures with cluster size. Finally, little is
known regarding the kinetic role in formation of both FC and
open-volume �PHR/SPC-type� defects.

In this paper, we present the structure and stability of
vacancy clusters up to n=48 vacancies using a combination
of CRN-MMC, TBMD, and DFT calculations. Based on the
results, we compare the relative stability between FC and
open-volume defects. In addition, our results highlight the
identification of an extremely stable FC V32 configuration
with high symmetry, which likely influences the growth of
larger vacancy structures. We also discuss kinetic feasibility
of the formation of thermodynamically favored FC vacancy
clusters using TBMD simulation results.

II. CALCULATION METHODS

The minimum-energy configurations and formation ener-
gies of FC vacancy clusters were determined using a combi-
nation of CRN-MMC, TBMD, and DFT calculations.11 For
each cluster size, we first generate possible fourfold configu-
rations using CRN-MMC simulations with various initial
configurations, followed by TBMD simulations at high tem-
peratures ��1000 K� to check their thermal stability. Then,
we employ DFT calculations to refine the geometries of the
stable clusters, and compared their formation energies to de-
termine the lowest-energy structure among them. The details
of the integrated computational approach can be found in
Refs. 10, 11, and 15.

All atomic structures and energies reported herein were
calculated using a plane-wave basis set pseudopotential
method within the generalized gradient approximation of
Perdew and Wang �GGA-PW91� �Ref. 16� to DFT, as imple-
mented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package �VASP�.17

Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft pseudopotentials18 were used for
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core-electron interactions. Outer electron wave functions
were expanded using a plane-wave basis set with a kinetic-
energy cutoff of 160 eV. For Brillouin-zone sampling, we
used a �2�2�2� Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh for 480−n
and 576−n atom supercells and gamma-point sampling for
1000−n atom supercells. For each defect system, all atoms
were fully relaxed using the conjugate gradient method until
residual forces on constituent atoms became smaller than 5
�10−2 eV /Å. The supercell DFT calculations employed a
fixed Si lattice constant of 5.46 Å as obtained from volume
optimization of defect-free Si. To take into account possible
incomplete relaxation of the defect system due to limited
supercell size, adjustment of the FC-defect formation ener-
gies was also made using force-field �FF� calculations with
increasing supercell size. This adjustment appears to be nec-
essary for improved estimation of the formation energies of
large FC clusters as discussed later.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1�a� summarizes the predicted formation energies
of PHR and FC vacancy clusters up to n=48. The formation
energy per vacancy �Êf�n�� is given by Êf�n�= �E�N−n�
− �1−n /N�E�N�� /n, where E�N−n� refers to the total energy
of an N-atom supercell with n vacancies and E�N� is the total

energy of an N-atom bulk Si supercell. Unless noted other-
wise, we report formation energies on a per vacancy basis
throughout this paper. The total-energy differences between
PHR and FC defects are presented in Fig. 1�b�, which clearly
demonstrates that the FC configurations are energetically
more favorable than the PHR configurations for 3�n�48.
The energetically favored formation of FC defects indicates
that the bond energy gain by fourfold coordination exceeds
the strain energy increase via consequent lattice distortions.

For the DFT calculations, 480−n, 576−n, and 1000−n
atom supercells were used for V1-V14, V15-V18, and V19-V48,
respectively. For the PHR case, the atomic structures of n
=3–18 from previous studies8 were recalculated within
DFT-GGA while the other structures of n�18 were con-
structed by optimizing initial structures which were prepared
to have minimum dangling bonds. For the formation-energy
calculation, highly strained FC structures commonly require
larger supercells than PHR structures. To avoid large and
computationally expensive supercells, we adjusted the for-
mation energies �Ef�n�=nÊf�n�� for the DFT calculation with
Ef�n� from the FF calculations �as described in Ref. 11�,
Ef�n�=Ef

FF�n ,NL�+ �Ef
DFT�n ,NS�−Ef

FF�n ,NS��, where super-
scripts FF and DFT indicate values calculated from their re-
spective methods, and NL and NS represent large �27 000
atoms which is 15�15�15 times larger than a eight-atom
cubic cell� and small ��1000 atoms employed for DFT cal-
culations� supercells, respectively, both without defects. The
discrepancies between the DFT �indicated as FC� and ad-
justed �FC�� values in Fig. 1�a� indicate the importance of
the adjustment.

We also carefully checked the validity of the adjustment
approach. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the DFT �Ef

DFT�n ,NS�� and
FF �Ef

FF�n ,NS�� values for the FC Vn defects in these small
�NS�1000 atoms� supercells are almost identical, implying
that the FF method is adequate to estimate the formation
energies of FC defects. This is not surprising considering the
well-relaxed FC structures show no significant departure
from crystalline Si, and thus their energetics can be described
reasonably well by Keating-type potentials.10,11,15 The inset
of Fig. 2 exhibits the variations in Ef

FF�n ,NL� for FC V12 and
FC V32 with increasing NL. The result demonstrates that the
Ef

FF�n ,NL� values nearly saturate when NL�27 000 while the

FIG. 1. �a� DFT-predicted formation energies per vacancy �Êf�
of vacancy clusters as a function of cluster size �n� for both
fourfold-coordinated �indicated as FC� and PHR configurations, to-
gether with adjusted values �FC�� for the FC configurations. For the
PHR case of n�18, the DFT formation energies per vacancy are
well fitted with the power function of �−0.82+3.68n2/3� /n, as indi-
cated with a dotted line. �b� Variation in the total-energy difference
between the FC and PHR structures from DFT calculations �indi-
cated as �E�, together with adjusted values ��E��. Refer to the text
for the adjustment in the FC-defect formation energies using FF
calculations, which is associated with incomplete relaxation of the
defect system due to limited supercell size used for DFT
calculations.

FIG. 2. Comparison of the FC cluster formation energies �Ef�
between DFT �indicated as DFT� and FF �as detailed in Ref. 11�
calculations. The inset shows the Ef variations in FC V12 and V32 in
terms of supercell size; N indicates the number of Si lattice atoms
prior to vacancy defect creation.
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smaller case �V12� converges much faster, confirming the
soundness of our choice of NL=27 000 atoms for the adjust-
ment of the formation energies of FC defects.

One important feature from our calculations is that the
FC-defect formation energy appears to saturate for n�30
�although some variation with n still occurs� while the PHR-
defect formation energy monotonically decreases. As a re-
sult, the total-energy difference between the FC and PHR
states peaks at n=32, then gradually decays; for n�50, the
PHR state is expected to be energetically more favorable
than the FC state. This further supports our previous
conclusion11 that the Ef�n� of voidlike defects �such as PHR
defects� is largely governed by the void-surface energy
which is proportional to void-surface area ��n2/3� whereas
the Ef�n� of FC defects is determined by the number of
strained Si atoms which is proportional to cluster size ��n�.
Therefore, we expect the formation energy per vacancy in
the PHR case to monotonically decrease ��n2/3 /n=n−1/3�
while the FC case instead saturates and becomes size inde-
pendent ��n /n=1�.

Another, perhaps most important, observation is the exis-
tence of an extremely stable FC V32 configuration with a
Êf�n� of only 0.89 and 0.83 eV before and after adjustment,
respectively. To better understand its remarkable stability we
analyze the atomic configuration of FC V32 in Fig. 3. The FC
V32 structure contains an “adamantine cage” �AC� core sur-
rounded by a distorted shell and exhibits tetrahedral geom-
etry with four triangular �111� facets and four corners. The
covalent network inside the shell region is distorted and un-
der tension but also shows a characteristic pattern of
n-membered rings consistent with the overall cluster symme-
try. The six edges along the tetrahedron boundary are each
defined by two essentially parallel and approximately linear
chains of five Si atoms. Figure 3 illustrates the subtle differ-
ences among the six cluster edges while Fig. 3�b� conveys
the overall symmetry of FC V32 and indicates that the six
edges of FC V32 are not all identical. We define four edges as
parallel and two edges as antiparallel. The atomic-level detail
of Figs. 3�a� and 3�c� contrast how the two edges are differ-
ent. In the antiparallel edges, the bonded atoms among the
five constituents of each chain are staggered. In the parallel
edges, the bonded atoms among the five members of each
chain are arranged side by side. Note that the alignment of
unbonded atoms between the two parallel chains is respon-
sible for an eight-atom ring on each of these edges. If the
linear arrangement of one of the five-membered chains of the
antiparallel edge is reversed, a parallel edge configuration
results. Despite the variations in edge structure, the four
�111� faces and four corners are identical to each other, re-
spectively. Therefore, the approximately regular tetrahedron,
which has one C2 axis and two S4 rotation-reflection axes, is
characterized by S24 symmetry.

It is worth emphasizing that each of the four corner re-
gions of the FC V32 tetrahedron resembles the C2 symmetry
FC V12 structure that is comprised of four identical voidlike
structural units surrounding a tetragonal core.11 Figure 3�d�
shows that the band gap in the presence of V32 is free of
additional defect states and is essentially the same as the c-Si
gap. The enhanced stability of FC V32 is likely attributed to
its unique crystalline core and symmetric, yet distorted,

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Core and strained nearest neighbors of
FC V32 shown isolated from bulk Si lattice. In �a�, we annotate the
antiparallel edge type, where member atoms of each chain are dis-
tinguished by either “x” or “†” labels �blue or red spheres, respec-
tively�. The ten atoms comprising the AC in the center of the struc-
ture are identified as dark gray spheres. �b� Illustration of a
simplified geometric diagram of FC V32 that highlights the S24

group symmetry, AC core, and the two antiparallel �double line� and
four parallel �single line� cluster edges. Axis labels denote cluster
orientation with respect to the Si lattice. �c� Reorientation of FC V32

to emphasize the parallel edge, where atoms comprising these
chains are annotated with x labels �blue spheres�. �d� Total density
of states comparison of bulk Si to V32 near the band gap using
1000-atom basis supercells with the conduction-band edges set as
references.
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covalent-bond topology in the shell region. We also find that
when n�25 the stable FC clusters identified here commonly
show the core/shell-like arrangement �with an AC core�
while smaller FC clusters �10�n�25� exhibit the trace of
ordered V12.

11 The atomic configurations of other FC clusters
will be presented elsewhere.

Next, we examine if the formation of FC vacancy defects
can also be kinetically favored over their PHR counterparts.
Vacancy defects may grow by capturing mobile single va-
cancies �and possibly also divacancies19,20� from the crystal-
line matrix. In addition, vacancy clusters may also be formed
by recrystallization of low-density amorphous regions that
are deficient in Si atoms compared to the perfect crystal. To
investigate vacancy cluster growth, we performed TBMD
simulations at 1400 K for several systems of small clusters
�Vn , n=2–4,11�, each of which had an additional monova-
cancy in close proximity.

Figure 4 illustrates V3+V→V4, where the initial FC struc-
ture of V3 is quickly perturbed upon capturing a monova-
cancy and yields multiple coordination defects �CDs�, i.e.,
dangling and floating bonds. The intermediate structure un-
dergoes successive rearrangements that render a stable PHR
structure around 12.5 ps, which subsequently relaxes to the
lowest-energy FC structure with C2h symmetry within 15 ps.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 5, the V11+V→V12 case leads to
the lowest-energy FC V12 structure with C2 symmetry within

7 ps. During the agglomeration, multiple CDs arise and dif-
fuse around the cluster, which in turn enhances structural
rearrangement while the majority of Si atoms in the cluster
region remain fourfold coordinated.

For the V2+V→V3 and V4+V→V5 cases, the overall ag-
glomeration mechanisms are similar to the V3+V→V4 and
V11+V→V12 cases. However, after 20 ps of the TBMD
simulations, the V3 and V5 aggregates did not complete four-
fold coordination. We continued the TBMD simulations for
additional 20 ps �=40 ps total�. As shown in Fig. 6, the V5
ended up with the lowest-energy FC configuration around 35
ps but the V3 was not fully fourfold coordinated after 40ps of
the TBMD simulation. The relatively slow reconfigurations
of the V3 and V5 aggregates to their lowest-energy FC con-
figurations can be related to the small energy differences of
0.26 and 0.33 eV, respectively, between the FC and PHR
states; in contrast, the fourfold coordination of V4 and V12
yields significant energy gains of 1.36 and 3.99 eV �before
adjustment� over their PHR counterparts. In particular, the V3
FC structure is highly strained and thus can be easily rup-
tured by generating CDs during the high-temperature anneal-
ing at 1400 K, retarding the fourfold coordination that leads
to its lowest-energy state.

Using TBMD simulations at 1400 K, we proceeded to
evaluate the structural evolution of amorphous pockets with
atomic Si deficiencies. We employed CRN-MMC simula-

FIG. 4. �Color online� Monovacancy-induced structural rear-
rangement, together with variation in the formation energy �Ef

=nÊf� as a function of annealing time for V3+V→V4 during TBMD
simulations at 1400 K. All atomic configurations from the TBMD
simulation were optimized within DFT-GGA calculations using
gamma-point BZ sampling for 512−n atom supercells and illus-
trated in the top and middle panels. Grey wire frame represents bulk
Si lattice and dark grey spheres represent highly strained FC atoms.
Si dangling defects are also depicted by red �black� spheres.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Monovacancy-induced structural rear-
rangement, together with variation in the formation energy �Ef

=nÊf� as a function of annealing time for V11+V→V12 during
TBMD simulations at 1400 K. All atomic configurations from the
TBMD simulation were optimized within DFT-GGA calculations
using gamma-point BZ sampling for 512−n atom supercells and
illustrated in the top and middle panels. Grey wire frame represents
bulk Si lattice and dark grey spheres represent highly strained FC
atoms. Si dangling defects are also depicted by red �black� spheres.
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tions to prepare initial amorphous pocket structures embed-
ded in c-Si supercells. For each model amorphous system in
our statistical sample, 12 atoms were deficient in the amor-
phous region relative to c-Si but all constituent Si atoms
remained fourfold coordinated. Consequently, complete re-
crystallization will leave 12 vacancies. Among four indepen-
dent model systems evaluated, one case yielded the lowest-
energy FC V12 with C2 symmetry within 20 ps as shown in
Fig. 7 �dark circle�. Upon annealing, the amorphous pocket
is relaxed via bond rearrangements assisted by coordination
defects and subsequently leads to its recrystallization from
the interface between the amorphous and crystalline regions.
After 17 ps, the FC V12 configuration is formed and remains
virtually unchanged throughout the remainder of the 60 ps
simulation. For another two cases, the amorphous pockets
gradually transformed into the lowest-energy FC V12 state
but were not completed within the 60 ps simulation duration.

As shown in the inset of Fig. 7, our TBMD simulations
also show the possibility that an amorphous pocket would
evolve into a PHR defect. We noticed that the PHR-defect
formation can take place if the rate of CD creation by break-
ing highly strained Si-Si bonds is higher than that of CD
annealing through bond network rearrangements �i.e., when
several Si-Si bonds are ruptured for a short period of time
within which annealing of the created CDs seldom occurs�.
The nearly simultaneous rupture of multiple Si-Si bonds

could be possible only when the amorphous network is sig-
nificantly strained and also under immediate high-
temperature treatment, like the condition employed in the
TBMD simulation above. However, a typical annealing pro-
cess involves a ramp-up period during which we expect a
highly strained network would be gradually relaxed without
the nearly simultaneous break of multiple Si-Si bonds. This
leads us to speculate that the formation of open-volume PHR
type defects would be rather unlikely during recrystallization
of an amorphous region, especially when the amorphous
pocket is large enough so that it can be rearranged without
inducing significant local strains. While the creation of PHR
defects cannot be excluded during processing, for complete-
ness we also performed TBMD at 1400 K starting with the
PHR V12 configuration but there was no indication for
PHR→FC conversion although dangling bonds underwent
diffusion along the cluster surface. This suggests that there
exists a sizable barrier for the PHR→FC transformation for
sufficiently large vacancy defects, which is not surprising
considering the significant lattice distortions required for

FIG. 6. �Color online� Monovacancy-induced structural rear-
rangement, together with variation in the formation energy �Ef

=nÊf� as a function of annealing time for V4+V→V5 during TBMD
simulations at 1400 K. All atomic configurations from the TBMD
simulation were optimized within DFT-GGA calculations using
gamma-point BZ sampling for 512−n atom supercells and illus-
trated in the top and middle panels. Grey wire frame represents bulk
Si lattice and dark grey spheres represent highly strained FC atoms.
Si dangling defects are also depicted by red �black� spheres.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Structural evolution of amorphous pock-
ets with deficit of 12 atoms during TBMD simulations at 1400 K
together with variation in the formation energy �Ef =nÊf� as a func-
tion of annealing time. All atomic configurations from the TBMD
simulation were optimized within DFT-GGA calculations using
gamma-point BZ sampling for 512−n atom supercells. Filled
circles illustrate the formation of the lowest-energy FC V12 with C2

symmetry, together with their atomic configurations as indicated.
Open circles illustrate the formation of a PHR V12 structure, to-
gether with their atomic configurations as indicated; however, the
PHR-defect formation would be rather unlikely in a typical anneal-
ing process, as discussed in the text. Grey wire frame represents
bulk Si lattice and dark grey spheres represent highly strained FC
atoms. Si dangling and floating bonds are depicted by red �black�
and blue �black, indicated by the arrow� spheres, respectively.
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linking the under-coordinated Si atoms to be fourfold coor-
dinated. The results may also indicate that PHR defects could
coexist with FC defects while the latter are likely to be pre-
vailing.

Although further studies might be necessary to verify the
kinetic role in the structural evolution of various Vn clusters,
our work suggests the possible formation of thermodynami-
cally favored FC vacancy clusters for n�48 with no signifi-
cant kinetic limitations. This suggests that a large fraction of
small vacancy defects can exist in the FC state in c-Si. How-
ever, it appears to be impractical to explicitly characterize
FC vacancy clusters with currently available spectroscopic
techniques because of their optically inactive nature �given
no energy states within the Si band gap �see Fig. 3�d���.
Nonetheless, the presence of FC defects could be expected to
alter the properties and behavior of Si materials such as ther-
mal conductivity, elastic modulus, and impurity gettering.
Further studies are therefore warranted to better understand
the formation and nature of FC vacancy defects together with
open-volume PHR-type defects, particularly their effects on
the thermal/electrical transport, mechanical, and gettering
properties of Si-based nanomaterials for future thermoelec-
tric and electronic applications.

IV. SUMMARY

We have examined the formation, structure, and stability
of vacancy clusters up to n=48 vacancies using a combina-

tion of CRN-MMC, TBMD, and DFT calculations. In this
size regime our calculations demonstrate that FC configura-
tions are energetically more favorable than PHR structures;
however, with increasing cluster size �up to a few nanom-
eters in diameter� less strained open-volume PHR-type de-
fects will be ultimately favored as the energy penalty from
strained atoms in FC clusters overwhelms energy gains from
minimized dangling-bond density. Our results highlight the
identification of an extremely stable FC V32 configuration
that exhibits a complex but ordered tetrahedral shape con-
taining an adamantine cage core surrounded by a distorted
shell. When n�25 stable FC clusters commonly show the
core/shell feature while smaller FC clusters �10�n�25� ex-
hibit the trace of ordered V12 that is comprised of four iden-
tical voidlike structural units surrounding a tetragonal core.11

Our TBMD simulations also suggest that the formation of
thermodynamically favored FC vacancy clusters could be ki-
netically facile. Our findings emphasize the importance of
better understanding the nature of stable FC vacancy defects
to effectively estimate and manipulate the properties and be-
havior of Si-based materials.
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